January 28, 2009

S 5. CONTINUING CROSSBOW PERMIT/DEALERS & MANUFACTurers. Filed 1/28/09. TO PROVIDE THAT A CORPORATION THAT IS A MANUFACTURER, WHOLESALE DEALER, OR RETAIL DEALER OF CROSSBOWS THAT OBTAINS A PERMIT FOR THE SALE, RECEIPT, OR OTHER TRANSFER OF A CROSSBOW IS DEEMED TO HAVE A CONTINUING PERMIT THAT AUTHORIZES THE FUTURE SALE, GIVEAWAY, TRANSFER, PURCHASE, OR RECEIPT OF CROSSBOWS BY THE CORPORATION AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE RECORD-KEEPING REQUIREMENT FOR SALES OF CROSSBOWS DOES NOT APPLY TO A MANUFACTURER OF CROSSBOWS WHEN THE SALES ARE TO OTHER WHOLESALE DEALERS OR RETAIL DEALERS.

Amends Article 52A of GS Chapter 14 by enacting a new GS 14-406.1 to provide that if a corporation that is a crossbow manufacturer, wholesale dealer, or retail dealer obtains a permit under this Article for the sale, giveaway, transfer, purchase, or receipt of a crossbow, then the permit is a continuing permit with no expiration date. Requires the issuing sheriff to note on the permit that it is a continuing permit with no expiration date. Notwithstanding GS 14-402 (Sale of certain weapons without permit forbidden), allows a corporation that holds a continuing permit to receive a crossbow without exhibiting the permit if a crossbow is delivered in the course of business. Amends GS 14-402(c) to add definitions for manufacturer of crossbows, retail dealer of crossbows, and wholesale dealer of crossbows. Amends GS 14-406 to exempt (1) manufacturers of crossbows and (2) wholesale dealers of crossbows, for any sale that is either to another wholesale dealer of crossbows or to a retail dealer of crossbows, from keeping a record of all weapon sales, as previously required under this section.

Intro. by Stevens.

GS 14

February 17, 2009

S 5. CONTINUING CROSSBOW PERMIT/DEALERS & MANUFACTurers. Filed 1/28/09. Senate committee amendment makes the following changes to 1st edition.

Amends proposed new GS 14-406.1 to authorize the sheriff of any county to issue to any corporation that is a manufacturer or a wholesale or retail dealer of crossbows a permit to purchase or receive a crossbow from any person, firm, or corporation offering to sell or dispose of the crossbow. Requires the sheriff to apply the standards of GS 14-404 (regarding the sheriff’s authority to issue or refuse to issue license, and permits) in issuing the permit and requires the permit to contain an identification number and no expiration date (was, sheriff issuing a permit needed to note that the permit was deemed to be a continuing permit with no expiration date).

Allows a corporation that is a manufacturer, wholesale dealer, or retail dealer of crossbows to apply to the sheriff of the county in which the corporation is located for a continuing permit for the purchase or receipt of a crossbow by the corporation (was, provided that if a corporation that was a crossbow manufacturer, wholesale dealer, or retail dealer obtained a permit under this Article for the sale, giveaway, transfer, purchase, or receipt of a crossbow, then the permit was deemed to be a continuing permit with no expiration date).

Makes conforming changes to the title.

February 18, 2009

S 5. CONTINUING CROSSBOW PERMIT/DEALERS & MANUFACTurers. Filed 1/28/09. Senate amendment makes the following changes to 2nd edition. Makes technical changes only.